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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
The original collection was donated by the Velker family in October 2019. Two addendums were donated by Fran Durner on behalf of Laura Velker, one in August 2020, one in December 2021.

Processing Note
Some duplicate prints were dispositioned. Some publications not related to Puster or The Anchorage Times were dispositioned or moved to applicable Vertical File within ARC Library. Original housing was discarded if it did not contain metadata. The initial three 2019-2021 donations have been processed together as the initial collection. Future addenda are expected and will be processed as addenda.

Separated Materials
Folder 284 is housed in the oversize flat files.
Notes
Description in quotation marks indicates description from the creator, Alice Puster.
Description with no quotation marks indicates description from the donor, Fran Durner.
Description in brackets indicates description from the archivist, Chloe Nielsen.
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Detailed Description of the Collection

Envelopes
Box 1
Folder 1
1959 March 19
“Bobby Seagren in ball uniform / at piano”
4 negatives (3x5 in)

Folder 2
1962 May
“Richard Nixon / greeting people at / mall construction”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (120mm)
Folder 3
1963 February
28 negatives (35 mm), 3 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 4
1963 February 22
“Pammy Noyakuk on mother Martha Noyakuk (now Trigg) from Nome at Rondy”
1 proof, 1 negative (35 mm), 1 newspaper

Folder 5
1963 May 18, 25
“Hooligan fishing in streams on Turnagain Arm near Portage / near outlet of Twenty Mile stream”
2 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm), 20 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 6
1964 February
1 note, 2 proofs, 16 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 7
1964 March
“4th Avenue Damage—Fizzures [sic] / close shots pedestrians / Denali Theatre/ Mac’s Photo Arcade / Aerial to NE over 4 Seasons Apt [Apartment] / Providence Hosp. [Hospital]”
10 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 8
1964 March 27
“Fourth Avenue damage / Anchorage Hdwr [Hardware] – D&D Café / Twisted Poles”
11 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm), 1 negative (120 mm)

Folder 9
1964 March 27-28
“Martha getting typhoid inoculation / Clock on Matanuska Bank building”
2 proofs, 5 negatives (35 mm), 2 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 10
1964 April
“Before demolition / 4th Ave”
9 proofs, 9 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 11
1964 April
“Dean Rusk Egan / 10th or 13th Dean Rusk / Gen. Raymond Reeves / Gov Egan / press conf
MATS Term. / Tour of 4th Ave damage”
5 proofs, 5 negatives

Folder 12
1964 April
“Earthquake damage-- / Martha’s roll –fogged / 4th Avenue / Cordova Building / Alaska Sales & Service / Penney’s”
3 negatives (35 mm), 12 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 13
1964 April
“Earthquake damage—Turnagain / McKenzie Dr. –Marston Dr. / Recovering lumber. / draining basement”
2 notes, 14 proofs, 15 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 14
1964 April
“Earthquake / demolition 4th Ave from roof of AW / 4th + D”
12 proofs, 12 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 15
1964 April 21
“4th Avenue Demolition / Anchorage Hardware / sign only / lots of rubble / from 4th + D”
16 proofs, 16 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 16
1964 April 26
“Bailey Bridge and downed bridge at / Girdwood Creek / Tidal waters in creek at intervals of / every 5 minutes for 20 minutes ½ hour / before high tide of 29.4 feet”
19 proofs, 19 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 17
1964 May
“Demolition 4th + D – / Views from top of Westward”
12 negatives (120 mm)
Folder 18
1964 May
“Fourth Avenue Cavity / Fissure on end of parking area between 3rd & 4th / from top of Westward / Turnagain and west 4th Ave from top of Westward”
8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 19
1964 May
“Quake damage below / L St Bluff near / inlet / Sam Chiama’s [?] home”
19 proofs, 23 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 20
1964 May
“Turnagain slide pictures / houses from slide – mailbox in clay chunks”
5 proofs, 5 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 21
1964 May 22
“Surveyors working below / McColley [McCollie] in devastated area / (Marston Dr) surveying for / [?] contouring area / (for geological survey) / also views below bluff in same / area”
15 proofs, 13 negatives (35 mm), 3 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 22
1964 May 30
“Camp-Bird Creek with trailer / Martha and Dean chopping wood / steak on campfire / picnic at Portage overlook / Bird Flats road with staggered electric poles / car buried in mud left by tides at Girdwood creek”
23 proofs, 24 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 23
1964 May, July, August
“Turnagain Recovery / water hooked up – / Kids playing by water pipes / moving house”
11 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm), 1 newspaper

Folder 24
1964 June
“Earthquake damage: / Hillside apartments / Home on M St. / Yard at Swalling Home on Marston Dr.-Turnagain / Soil Survey crew at Turnagain Parkway & Iliamna. / aerial—Anchorage looking toward Inlet and / Turnagain / Chugach Mountains”
18 proofs, 10 negatives (35 mm), 5 negatives (120 mm)
Folder 25
1964 June
“Fourth Avenue Cavity after Demolition”
14 proofs, 12 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 26
1964 June
“Moose calves being fed at / Alaska Dept of Fish and Game / before being moved to Southeastern / Alaska”
29 proofs, 29 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 27
1964 June 27
“Hillside apartments--demolition”
5 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 28
1964 June 27 – July 12
“vacation-- / washout in Ahtell Cr. Camp-Mile 262 on Slana / cutoff / Yukon border sign / Camp -Kluane Lake—Martha chopping wood / People from Whitehorse vacationing at Mosquito / Lake near Haines”
1 note, 4 proofs, 10 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 29
1964 July
“Knight Goodrich’s home / at Turnagain before / demolition + burning / Earthquake area beyond / Westwood Place to Inlet”
6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 30
1964 July
“Vacation / Haines, Alaska / views of town- / view from picnic area on cliff-looking / Lynn Canal / crowded camp conditions / Shasta and Fritz playing in camp / Indian roasting salmon for Strawberry / Festival”
1 note, 18 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 31
1964 September
“aerials / Anchorage Port / Native Hospital / Mountains / Eagle River?”
13 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 32
1964 September
“Seward Highway traffic / line up waiting for road / to open below Girdwood / rough road near Portage / Kenai River Bridge out – temporary / Bailey Bridge / Rocks on road near Girdwood. (Bird Flats)”
8 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 33
1964 October-November
“Earthquake Park”
34 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 34
1964 November
“Looking up 4th Avenue / from Capt Cook Hotel”
2 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 35
1965 January 7
“Sitka / old town site - / Castle Hill / Fire damage / Aerials”
16 proofs, 26 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 36
1965 February 17
“Demolition – Turnagain / James C Bookey Home / 4201 Westwood / (one of last)”
4 proofs, 4 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 37
1965 March
“Martha at reception line / for Sen. Bartlett / w/ Mrs. Bartlett + daughter - / Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] dancers at banquet”
1 proof, 2 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 38
1965 May 29-31 (Memorial Day weekend)
“Talkeetna Laundry / Susitna River Bridge / camp in rain – Sheep River”
2 proofs, 10 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 39
1965 June
“Fisherman mending nets / before season stars / Anchorage marina”
5 negatives (120 mm)
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Folder 40
1965 June or July
“Kids pulled on skateboards / by dogs”
1 note, 5 proofs, 5 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 41
1965 July
“Aerial of Tatitlek / Indian village / on Prince William Sound”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 42
1965 July
“Homer Spit area - / new small boat harbor”
6 proofs, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 43
1965 July
“(Prince William Sound flight) / Turnagain Arm near Pt, Possession. / Ponds on Western side of Kenai Pen. / Winding stream + Kenai River. / Fishing boat on Sound”
15 proofs, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 44
1965 August
“Martha at Girdwood railroad / crossing sign – shortened / by road raised after Earthquake”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 45
1965 December
“Bob Reeve with / model plane in / his office”
3 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 46
1965 December
“Chicken Delight / Delivery car”
8 proofs, 8 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 47
1966 February 25-27
“Rendezvous – / Dog Races / Eskimo [Indigenous Alaskan] woman / Miss Alaska Pageant”
25 negatives (120 mm)
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Folder 48
1966 April
“Old cabin on trail near / Rainbow on area / Ice on area / no Boating sign on Portage”
1 proof, 4 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 49
1966 April 3
“Me with Press Club award”
7 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 50
1966 June
“Baby moose in trailer home”
1 note, 22 proofs, 19 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 51
1966 August-September
“McKinley Apt. Repair / + Painting”
4 proofs, 18 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 52
1966 September
“’Unsinkable Molly Brown’ / advance pix”
12 proofs, 12 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 53
1966 September
“Unsinkable Molly Brown / Performance”
124 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 54
1966 September 28
“Alaska Airline Sign / Installation / for Larry Beck”
8 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 55
1966 November
“Brad H[?] – / Music Man”
18 negatives (120 mm)
Folder 56
1966 November
“Music Man – Cast”
20 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 57
1966 November 5
“Miss Anchorage & Judges”
6 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 58
1966 December 20
“St. Mary’s Flight”
28 proofs, 29 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 59
1967
“Benny Benson / signing Alaska / flags –”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 60
1967 Summer
“Dedication of Earthquake Park / Bill Egan and Walter Hickel / side by side”
11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 61
1967 August
“Fresh pavement on Portage / Earthquaked [sic] road”
13 proofs, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 62
1967 August
“Seward – / people fishing from earthquake / twisted dock / Tustumena”
15 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 63
1967 September
“Valdez – old town / just before everyone had / to leave – Oct / deadline”
15 proofs, 14 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 64
1972 December 17
“St. Mary’s / Santa flight with / Air guard”
154 proofs, 102 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 65
1973
“Martha + dogs / baking cookies / Martha w/ Button in chair / Button on end table looking / out window”
10 proofs, 10 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 66
1973 January
“Heavy snow - / area beyond Muldoon / from Indian Hills / also Lake Otis Parkway near / Abbott”
8 proofs, 54 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 67
1973 February
“O’Malley Flight Strip / with ski planes”
1 proof, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 68
1973 February
“Saturday’s Dog Races / (Rondy) / Muldoon area / clear day – mountains”
47 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 69
1973 March
“Snowmachine Outing - / Try for Susitna Station / w/ Brownies Jack Gilman / + Hank Thielsen [/?] / helicopter landing in / deep snow
1 note, 40 proofs, 40 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 70
1973 March 3
“Clear day / Club outing – Big Lake / trails - / good views in Susitna / Dean + I unloading wood”
27 proofs, 27 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 71
1973 April
“Opening of Alaska Bank of / North on corner / of 4th + E – / Buttress sign”
8 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)
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Folder 72  
1973 April 11  
“Martha talking on my ‘new’ / old hand crank phone”  
3 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 73  
1973 July 1  
“Kid on motorcycle / stuck on tracks / in front of train”  
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 74  
1973 November 25  
“Dean’s Birthday”  
11 proofs, 11 strips (35 mm)

Folder 75  
1973 December 1  
“St. Mary’s flight / Santa arrival. / good aerials of rivers / + Merrill Pass”  
219 proofs, 151 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 76  
1974 February  
“Bumper stickers / Eat a beaver / ‘Eat moose’ / ‘I ski too’ / Alaska – We made it / Think snow license / Honk your Horn – Think Snow / Think Snow / Mosquitos / ‘Save gas run on dog food’  
1 proof, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 77  
1974 February  
“Suzanne Huss – BP / with headlines on bulletin board / referring to Pipeline Permit”  
1 note, 4 proofs, 4 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 78  
1974 March  
“Kit Crittenden skiing / along G St at 12th ave”  
8 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 79  
1974 April  
“People in Int’l section / gift shot / at airport”  
9 proofs, 9 negatives (35 mm)
Box 2
Folder 80
1974 April
“View of city from / Govt Hill / -some snow-”
14 proofs, 13 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 81
1974 May
“Dean packing dirt in / back yard with snowshoes / Janet, Dean, Martha + I eating / in yard”
7 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 82
1974 May 5
“Lagoon floaters / kayakers with dog / overboard”
19 negatives

Folder 83
1974 May 7, 8
“Wales nature youngsters with / tortoise”
1 note, 14 proofs, 21 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 84
1974 May 8
“Sailboats on lagoon”
14 proofs, 14 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 85
1974 May 27, June 1
“Sailboats – By Lake / from cabin / people on raft with / bean bags”
11 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 86
1974 June
“Water skier with kite - / Big Lake / Dr. Seuss”
25 proofs, 25 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 87
1974 June 2
“Sailboats on Big Lake / close shots”
12 proofs, 12 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 88
1974 June 4
“Tim Moerlein + baby geese”
25 proofs, 35 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 89
1974 August
“Martha cutting fresh cabbage / head”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 90
1974 August
“Pres. [President] Ford inauguration on TV”
40 proofs, 40 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 91
1974 August 23
“Pioneer Home – Palmer - / dogs sharing Martha’s / ice cream cone”
7 proofs, 7 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 92
1974 October 6
“Martha’s birthday / Stephanie + Bernard”
4 proofs, 4 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 93
1974 November 31
“group pushing car on / BST / Jerry Timmons (night) / m/sgt John Shirkey / Peter John Shirkey”
11 proofs, 9 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 94
1975 March
“Skier – Hillside Trail / (Service H.S.) / [?]”
3 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 95
1975 July
“Lori – / at Shelter / with reindeer ‘Star’”
10 proofs, 10 negatives (35 mm)
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Folder 96
1976 May
“Mrs. Huffman / original Homesteader / (Huffman Rd)”
1 proof, 2 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 97
1977 January
“Juneau through fog”
14 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 98
1977 May
“Kids playing baseball / in snow on / 12th ave”
28 proofs, 28 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 99
1979 February 11
“Rondy – Fun Zone”
6 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 100
1979 March 21
“Alice / head shot”
36 proofs, 37 negatives

Folder 101
1979 August 4
“Pipeline – Richardson / Hiway [Highway] / near Black Rapids”
7 proofs, 7 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 102
1980 June
“Tidal Bore / Turnagain / Good – Close shots”
2 prints, 11 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 103
1983 February 20
“Kid being pulled on sled by / small dogs – chihuahua + doxie [dachshund] / ‘pint sized huskies’
/ Johan Jarrard
1 note, 24 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 104
1984 April 6
“Martha clearing car / after overnight 4” snowfall / Jennifer McCoffrey walking to work / 13\textsuperscript{th} + G”
29 proofs, 25 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 105
1984 October 6
“Bethel / Alaska Airlines inaugural / flight”
2 notes, 150 proofs, 150 negatives (35 mm), 1 newspaper

Folder 106
1985 May 6
“Hooligan fisherman on point on / Turnagain Arm / traffic / ARR train Bird creek / from car (?)”
18 proofs, 18 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 107
1985 May 22
“C.L. (B+W) / Cutting trees for bridge / Traffic on Seward Hwy”
24 proofs, 24 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 108
1988
“Slides of me at / Fort Rich firing range”
3 slides (35 mm)

Folder 109
1989 February 14
“Slides / my birthday at / Times”
5 slides (35 mm)

Folder 110
1989 July
38 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 111
1989 December
“City Christmas tree through / snowy mtn [mountain] ash berries / 9\textsuperscript{th} + I”
25 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 112
1990 May
24 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 113
1990 May-June
“Moving refrigerator in K.L. / Birds on chalet / putting in new plugs – kitchen / Knik Canyon – Road – streams / Break up Kenai Lake / bird in yard (arch) / L. Loris [?] / Dean – Leonard pumping out oil tank
25 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 114
1990 October-November
“Moving to Cooper Landing / Leaving 12th + B / moving in / Champagne toast / Martha’s room clutter / Magpie – Stellar jay on feeder / High wind on lake / Ice covered shoreline”
26 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 115
1991 May 3
“Return ARR from Whittier / Moon over Sheep Mtn / Moose – FBA / views of lake – reflections / Phyllis on ‘tree chair’ / girls on horseback along lake / trying out ‘fire’ pump / squirrel on suet feeder / Trail Lake – reflections – Kenai L ([?] E.)”
37 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 116
1991 July-August
38 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 117
1992 September-October
“Finished deck / views of house – fall colors / Buddy by lake / Martha + Dean – K.L overlook / lot line by driveway (Kasulka Circle) / Landings Restaurant (closing) / Mt Spurr eruption / Northern Lights”
38 negatives (35 mm)

(Updated as of 07-15-2022)
Folder 118
1993 May-June
“End raft trip w/ Florine / yellowlegs nest w/ eggs / lake + house pictures – flowers / sunset
behind house / 4th Ave – log cabin / Egan Center / triple Marthas”
40 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 119
c. 1995
“Pictures for / Cooper Landing / Volunteer Story / Please return to / Alice Puster”
5 prints, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 120
1996 October
“Martha’s birthday / Princess Lodge / Drive along Kenai R [River] – views of Rhode Peak / Cake
+ presents at home / w/ Buddy / Copies of bear drawings”
25 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 121
1997 March
“Hale-Bopp comet / rising – 3:45-5 am / setting 12:30 pm / from house”
11 prints, 21 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 122
1997 May
“Husky station w/ Drilling bits decor / Rail car – Hythe, Alberta – Grande Cache / Jasper N
[National] Park”
25 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 123
1997 May
Riving – Summit Lake”
14 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 124
2000 December
“View of Lake / Christmas / Damage to Tahoe Mirror”
19 prints, 38 proofs, 58 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 125
undated
“Aerials – Anchorage Port”
14 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 126  
undated  
“Anchorage from top / of McKay Bldg”  
4 proofs, 4 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 127  
undated  
“Baby owl / Geese – L [Lake] Hood / Owls”  
97 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 128  
undated  
“Dean / 18186 Sterling Hwy 595-1462 / Alice”  
1 card, 5 prints

Folder 129  
undated  
“Kenai Lake – winter fishermen / A view around house – snow”  
1 note, 29 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 130  
undated  
“Marty Ridina (?) / Patty Ann Shaw / on ski slope / Alyeska”  
3 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 131  
undated  
“Me – Lovely Alaska / views of station”  
13 proofs, 14 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 132  
undated  
“‘Music Man’ performance”  
69 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 133  
undated  
“‘Music Man’ performance”  
86 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 134
undated
“Native ladies [Indigenous women] in / parkas / at Rondy”
1 note, 9 proofs, 9 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 135
undated
“Times staff in news room / Phyllis Chamberlin and Janet Archibald”
6 negatives (35 mm)

**Groupings**

**Box 3**
Folder 136
c.a. 1960s
Alaska Press Club Awards
3 prints

*1964 Earthquake, folders 137-149*

Folder 137
1964
Earthquake
2 notes, 5 prints

Folder 138
1964 April
“Wreckage & Demolition of Kodiak [Earthquake]”
35 proofs, 34 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 139
1964 June
“L Street area / Four Seasons / Bootlegger Cover”
4 negatives (35 mm), 23 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 140
1964 November 12
“Turnagain earthquake damage / Iliamna Street / looking down on McKenzie area / 11-12
Turnagain Pkwy & McCollie Ave break / Looking down on slide area (1900 Turnagain Pkwy –
Brooke Marston)”
9 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm), 6 negatives (120 mm)
Folder 141
undated
“4th St & Cordova”
58 proofs, 5 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 142
undated
“Earthquake damage—Turnagain / Area below bluff in Marston Dr./McKenzie Dr. / area / Looking up on houses on Iliamna and / McKenzie from slide”
10 proofs, 1 negative (35 mm), 9 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 143
undated
“Earthquake / Government Hill / School / Homes on slide by school / (middle home – Ted Morris) / Warehouse area”
19 proofs, 12 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 144
undated
[Government Hill] (dupes, negs filed)
50 proofs

Folder 145
undated
“Turnagain earthquake damage / Chilligan area”
11 proofs, 11 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 146
undated
“Turnagain / McKenzie Dr. / Marston Dr.”
17 proofs, 10 negatives (120 mm)

Folder 147
undated
[Earthquake loose prints and clippings]
34 prints, 2 newspaper clippings

Folder 148
undated
[Earthquake loose proofs and negatives]
89 proofs, 14 negatives (35 mm), 12 negatives (120 mm)
Folder 149
undated
[Earthquake and miscellaneous prints]
7 prints, 1 postcard

Folder 150
1965 January 12
Captain Cook Construction
3 prints

Folder 151
1965 May
Electricians working on generators
5 prints

Folder 152
c. 1966
Lyndon B. Johnson
3 prints, 1 newspaper, 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 153
1966 August 16
Plane crash ruins
3 prints

Folder 154
c. 1966-1967
Hovercraft at inlet
5 prints

Folder 155
1967 October
Fallen phone tower
2 prints

Folder 156
1970 June 3
Seal on Turnagain Arm – Bird Flats area
4 prints
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Folder 157
1971 July 16
Campbell Creek Canoe
22 prints

Folder 158
1972 August 5
From Era Helicopter [ARR crash]
22 proofs, 2 prints

Folder 159
1973 July 5 – 1978 April 3
[Sunset Books correspondence]
14 letters, 6 notes

Folder 160
Kotzebue
1 itinerary (2 pages), 12 prints, 166 proofs, 117 negatives (35 mm), 1 newspaper clipping

1974-1986 Pipeline, folders 161-172
Folder 161
1974 May 25
“Pipeline flight / Valdez”
127 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 162
1974 May 26
“Pipeline flight / Fairbanks to Prudhoe”
274 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 163
1976 June
“Pipeline trip / 5-mile camp area / Yukon Bridge / Fairbanks / McKinley”
45 proofs, 36 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 164
1976 June 15
“Alyeska pipeline / installation insulation / 18 miles N of 5 mile camp”
5 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 165
1976 June 15
“Alyeska Pipeline / Yukon bridge / 5 Mile Camp / pipeline N of 5 mile”
11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 166
1976 October 13
“Alyeska Pipeline / Valdez terminal / construction”
6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 167
1976 October 13
“Alyeska Pipeline / Keystone Canyon / construction”
2 proofs, 2 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 168
1986 April 1
“Endicott flight – Beaufort Sea / Prudhoe Bay / 18th well site”
1 note, 134 negatives (35 mm)

Box 4
Folder 169
c. 1970s
[Pipeline prints and proofs 1/3]
3 prints, 612 proofs

Folder 170
c. 1970s
[Pipeline prints and proofs 2/3]
31 prints, 107 proofs

Folder 171
c. 1970s
[Pipeline prints and proofs 3/3]
42 prints

Folder 172
c. 1970s-1980s
[Pipeline papers]
2 papers, 1 newspaper clipping
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1974-1988 Alaska Zoo, Folders 173-197
Folder 173
c. 1974-1988
[Alaska Zoo loose items]
26 proofs, 18 slides (35 mm)

Folder 174
1974 April 28
“Polar bear / ‘Binky’ with / zoo director / Jim Lund”
5 proofs, 5 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 175
1974 May 9, 1975 November 13
“(Mrs. Dale) Judy Tuttle”
“Had been shot / nursed 3 weeks / Bald Eagle Release / Jim Lund”
19 proofs, 19 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 176
1975 June 6
1st pictures of Binky with Jim Lund
30 proofs, 7 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 177
1975 November 13
Polar bear
18 proofs, 18 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 178
1976 April 28
“Annabelle / Kids from Koyuk”
12 proofs, 12 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 179
1976 July 22
“Binky with ice”
15 proofs, 30 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 180
1977 April
“Moving Binky to new home”
43 proofs, 43 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 181
1977 May 8
“Binky – new cage”
11 proofs, 11 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 182
1978 April 28
“Jim Lund on top Annabelle”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 183
1979 December 4
“New elephant cage at zoo”
1 note, 35 proofs, 35 negatives (35 mm), 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 184
1982 March 1
[Zoologico de Morelia correspondence]
2 letters (1 page, 3 pages), 3 prints

Folder 185
1982 April 15
Kids from Savoonga visit Alaska Zoo
1 print, 28 proofs, 33 negatives (35 mm), 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 186
1982 April 15
“Zoo – / Sammye with Annabelle / performing / good – Black bear cub / birds – whistling swan”
2 notes, 27 proofs, 22 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 187
1983 May 14
“Nuka w/ Ball”
30 proofs, 28 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 188
1983 September 29
“Maggie”
20 proofs, 22 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 189
1985 April 30
“Annabelle gets her toe nails cut”
4 notes, 89 proofs, 89 negatives (35 mm), 1 newsletter, 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 190
1988 March 29
“Baby Polar bear cubs / orphaned”
8 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 191
undated
“Annabelle & baby Maggie / at zoo / Native kids with geese”
8 proofs, 8 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 192
undated
[Orphan cubs]
1 letter (2 pages), 7 prints, 31 proofs, 60 transparencies (35 mm), 3 slides (35 mm)

Folder 193
undated
[Polar bear cubs]
144 proofs, 148 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 194
undated
[Polar bears]
9 proofs, 9 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 195
no year, December 28
“Musk ox at zoo”
24 proofs, 21 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 196
undated
[Musk ox and polar bear]
18 proofs, 18 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 197
undated
[Person riding elephant]
23 proofs, 23 negatives (35 mm)

Box 5
Folder 198
1974-1977
Portage
7 prints

Folder 199
1974-1989
Big Lake
31 prints

Folder 200
1975
Palmer + State Fair
2 notes, 10 prints, 2 newspaper clippings

1975-1979 Mailboxes, folders 201-207
Folder 201
1975-1979
Mailboxes [prints and proofs]
17 prints, 43

Folder 202
1975-1979
Mailboxes [notes]
5 notes

Folder 203
1975 January 17
“log cache mail box / 3637 Baxter Rd”
6 proofs, 6 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 204
1975 November
“Matt Sheehan / 3943 Deborah / Mailbox on driftwood / banked with snow”
10 proofs, 10 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 205
1979 August 23
“Mail boxes / totem – Sanders / 3911 Laron Lane / tree roots – Owen / 3811 Laron Lane”
7 proofs, 7 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 206
undated
“Mailbox – / replica of house / built by Richard Dickens / 13881 Anne Erickson”
3 proofs, 3 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 207
undated
“Mailboxes / (Alaskan) / pipeline / bear trap / anchor / mine car / old pump”
2 notes, 6 proofs, 45 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 208
1976
Jack Frost “76”
1 print, 1 booklet (6 pages), 1 agreement, 1 receipt, 1 letter, 1 itinerary (2 pages), 2 fact sheets
(3 pages, 2 pages), 3 biographical sketches (2 pages, 2 pages, 1 page), 2 resumes (2 pages
each), 1 map (photocopy), 2 press releases, 1 newspaper clipping (2 pages)

Folder 209
1976 February-December
JAL plane being towed out of ditch
4 prints

Folder 210
1977
Alaska SPCA Humanitarian Award 1977 VI & Joe Redington Jr.
4 prints

1978 Wainwright, folders 211-215
Folder 211
1978 May
“Barrow, Wainwright / whaling / neg”
3 notes (4 pages, 3 pages, 3 pages), 1 negative (4x5”)

Folder 212
1978 May 6
Barrow
24 proofs, 88 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 213
undated
[Wainwright]
235 proofs, 114 negatives (35 mm), 2 newspaper clippings

Folder 214
undated
[Wainwright]
83 proofs, 37 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 215
undated
[Wainwright]
159 proofs, 91 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 216
1978 May 6
Ann Stevens (wife of Sen. Ted Stevens) at Wainwright whaling – Helping pull in whale on ice
59 proofs, 59 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 217
1978 December
Funeral of Ann Stevens wife of Sen Ted Stevens who was killed in a jet crash 1978-12-4 at Anchorage Airport / Alice did not take these photos
4 prints

Folder 218
c. 1980s
Dead Horse, Prudhoe Bay
1 note, 10 prints

Folder 219
1981
Pope John Paul II visit
1 letter (envelope attached), 1 itinerary (7 pages, including map), 2 prints

Folder 220
1982 March-April
Highway construction at Bird Creek
8 prints

(Updated as of 07-15-2022)
Folder 221
  c. 1982-1983
  “Stairs being set at [George M. Sullivan] sports arena"
  1 note, 5 prints

Folder 222
  1984 August
  Alaska Pacific University Lake
  1 letter, 4 prints, 4 negatives (120 mm), 5 slides (35 mm)

Folder 223
  1984 August 29
  Sandy and Gene Yerton’s horses
  1 note, 12 prints

Folder 224
  1984 December
  Knik – River / Glacier Arm / & Bridge
  9 prints

Folder 225
  1988 September 24
  Willow – Hatcher Pass
  1 note, 5 prints

Box 6
Folder 226
  undated
  4th Ave
  2 prints

Folder 227
  undated
  Alaska Railroad
  1 note (9 pages), 1 notebook (6 pages), 2 prints

Folder 228
  undated
  Alaska Railroad crash
  2 prints
Folder 229
undated
[alice puster, photos of puster throughout her life and career]
61 prints

Folder 230
undated
Anchorage Times staff [includes photos of Puster]
26 prints

Folder 231
undated
Belli [lawyers]
1 letter, 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 232
undated
Coast guard boat on Resurrection Bay
6 prints

Folder 233
undated
Damaged RAA [reeve aleutian airways] plane
3 prints

Folder 234
undated
Dillingham
1 letter, 7 prints, 60 proofs, 60 negatives (35 mm), 2 newspaper clippings

Folder 235
undated
[flowers and fungi]
39 transparencies (35 mm)

Folder 236
undated
Ft. Yukon
16 prints, 2 newspaper clippings

(Updated as of 07-15-2022)
Folder 237
undated
Lloyd
1 note, 13 prints

Folder 238
undated
McGrath area
2 prints

Folder 239
undated
Moose calves
6 prints

Folder 240
undated
[Mount Drum]
27 proofs, 39 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 241
undated
Nome – General (not Iditarod)
19 prints

Box 7
Folder 242
undated
Planes at airport
3 prints

Folder 243
undated
“President Johnson’s visit”
8 prints

Pribilof Islands, St. Paul, Cold Bay, folders 244-245
Folder 244
undated
[Pribilof Islands, St. Paul, Cold Bay]
32 prints
Folder 245
undated
[Bob Reeve by plane in Anch [Anchorage] / view of Aleutian Range / & Southern Alaska Range
/ Cold Bay air strip & terminal”
252 proofs, 252 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 246
undated
Prince William Sound, Whittier
6 prints, 123 proofs, 123 negatives (35mm)

Folder 247
undated
Sexy Senior Dumpster Cleaners & scenic
26 prints, 21 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 248
undated
St. Mary’s
2 notes, 1 itinerary, 19 prints

Folder 249
undated
“vacation”
185 proofs, 215 negatives (35 mm)

Wildlife, Wainwright – Barrow, Whale Hunts, folders 250-251
Folder 250
undated
Wildlife, Wainwright – Barrow, Whale Hunts
3 notes (2 pages each), 30 prints

Folder 251
undated
Wildlife, Wainwright – Barrow, Whale Hunts
21 prints

Folder 252
undated
[Winter houses, construction, scenics]
66 proofs, 66 negatives (35 mm)
Folder 253
undated
[Woman with video camera]
4 proofs, 4 negatives (35 mm)

Folder 254
undated
[Women at work]
10 prints, 49 proofs, 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 255
1984 November 8
“Cathy Parker & moose nuggets”
2 notes, 30 proofs, 5 negatives

Folder 256
undated
[Cities, people, water]
10 prints

Loose items
Box 8
People, folders 257-265
Folder 257
[People, surname A-H]
37 prints, 66 proofs, 5 newspaper clippings
- Eva Alexic and child, 1 print
- Senator Bob Bartlett, 1 print
- Benny Benson, 2 prints
- Byron Birdsall, 1 print
- Gregory “Poppy” Boyington, 4 prints
- Yul Brynner and companion, 2 prints
- Vice President George H.W. Bush, 2 prints, 1 newspaper clipping
- President Jimmy Carter, 4 prints, 34 proofs, 1 press release
- Charles, Prince of Wales, 2 prints
- Capt. Jacques-Yves Costeau, 1 print
- Bob Dolphin, 1 print
- Carmen Dragon, 6 prints
- Zsa Zsa Gabor, 2 prints
- John Glenn, 1 print
- Alex Haley, 1 print
- Dorothy Hamill and husband Dr. Kenneth Forsythe, 3 prints, 1 newspaper clipping
Bella Hammond, 1 print
Governor Jay Hammond, 1 print
Edith Head, 2 prints, 32 proofs, 1 newspaper clipping
Secretary of Interior Walter Hickel, 1 print
Bob Hope, 2 newspaper clippings

Folder 258
[People, surname I-N]
25 prints, 1 pamphlet, 3 newspaper clippings
   Arte Johnson, 3 prints
   Arloe Kessinger, 1 print
   Gavin and Patti MacLeod, 1 print
   Robert Mayokok, 1 newspaper clipping
   Mercedes McCambridge, 2 prints
   Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, 1 print
   Robert Montgomery, 1 print
   Robert Montgomery, Jr., 1 print
   Carlos Montoya, 2 prints, 1 pamphlet, 1 newspaper clipping
   Arnold Muldoon – Muldoon Rd. Homesteader, 3 prints
   President Richard Nixon, 9 prints
   Rudolph Nureyev, 1 print, 1 newspaper clipping

Folder 259
[People, surname O-Z]
18 prints, 6 paper
   Jessie Owens, 1 print
   Comedian Patrick Paulsen, 3 prints
   Ronald Reagan, 3 prints, 1 itinerary, 4 press releases, 1 map
   Bob Reeve, 2 prints
   Libby Riddles, 1 print
   Ann Stevens, 7 prints
   Alex Trebek, 1 print

Folder 260
[People, individuals unidentified as of 2022]
18 prints

Folder 261
[People, identified groups]
41 prints, 192 proofs, 4 newspaper clippings
   L to R, Alice Puster and Ruth Briggs
   Anniversary of Constitutional Convention on Park Strip, Governors Egan, Hickel, Miller, Knowles, and Sheffield, 5 prints

(Updated as of 07-15-2022)
L to R, Orville L. Freeman, Gov. W.A. Egan, Sen. Ernest Gruening, 1 print
Janet Gaynor and George Sullivan, 1 print
Governors Jay Hammond and Tony Knowles, 1 print
Governor Walter Hickel and U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, 1 print
Katie Hurley (left) during a November election c. 1970s, 1 print
L to R, Jac Kahklen and Jimmy Huntington, 1 print
Dan Kibby, Archie Moore, and Rose Molik, 1 print
L to R, Nadine Kringle, Steve Saunders, Charles Ei, Dic, Tozien, and Don Byrum, 1 print
Jim Lefebvre (left), Al Campanis, and Rod Dedeaux, 1 print
L to R, Police Chief John T. Flanigan, Sonny Liston, 1 print
Senator Eugene McCarthy and Ernest Gruening campaigning, November 1968, 4 prints
Robert Montgomery and Miss Ann Boyd, April 7, 1969, 1 print
President Richard Nixon and unidentified man, 1 print
L to R, Michael O’Connor, Steven Cuen, and Mark Kelliher, 1 print
Alice Puster and Bob Reeve, 1 print
George and Lenore Romney, Walter and Ermalee Hickel, 1 print, 1 newspaper clipping
L to R, Gov’s Stepovich, Hickel, Hammond, Miller, Egan, 1 print
1975 November Ted Stevens birthday party, Anchorage Westward, 10 prints, 176 proofs
Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall, 1 print, 16 proofs
L to R, James Watt, Ted Stevens, 1 print
L to R, Governor Walter Hickel, Roy Wilkins, Howard Pollock, 1 print
Senator Ernest Gruening and Roy Wilkins, 1 print
Dean and Martha, 1 print
3 misc. newspaper clippings

Folder 262
[People, groups unidentified as of 2022]
17 prints

Folder 263
[Indigenous Alaskans]
7 prints

Sylvester Eyek, 1 print
Marilyn Pete, October 26, 1974, 1 print
Mrs. Jerome (Martha) Trigg and daughter (5 months) Suki, 1 print
Lucy Beauer and daughter Annie Aniul, 1 print
[unidentified people], 3 prints
Fur Rendezvous, 1 transparency (35 mm)
Folder 264
[Children]
12 prints
William Kuzuguk Shishmaref at Native Hospital, 1 print
Debbie Lang, Tommy Conrad, Mike Lang, Cheri Lang, and Kim Wilmuth, 1 print
Juliet Lieu [?], September 1988, 1 print
Monique Quinones (left) and Christina Gibler (right), 1 print
Russian girls at naturalization ceremony, 2 prints
[unidentified children], 6 prints

Folder 265
[Photos of Alice Puster]
5 prints, 1 letter

Box 9
Folder 266
[Miscellaneous subjects]
1 note, 2 prints, 32 transparencies
   Alaska State Fair, 1 print
   Fall harvest fruit, 1 note, 32 transparencies
   North Pole Alaska, 1 print

Folder 267
[Aerials]
11 prints

Folder 268
[Airplanes and helicopters]
9 prints

Folder 269
[Construction and fire]
5 prints

Folder 270
[Downtown Anchorage]
6 prints, 20 transparencies (35 mm)

Folder 271
[Holiday lights]
1 print, 60 proofs, 48 negatives (35 mm), 12 transparencies (35 mm), 1 note

(Updated as of 07-15-2022)
Folder 272
[Iditarod]
1 print, 27 transparencies (35 mm)

Folder 273
[Japan Airlines (JAL) crash]
2 prints

Folder 274
[Pets]
6 prints

Folder 275
[Scenics]
5 prints

Folder 276
[Seattle]
2 prints

Folder 277
[Trail River Camp]
3 prints

Folder 278
[Veterinarian]
3 prints

Folder 279
[Water recreation]
4 prints, 1 transparency (35 mm)

Folder 280
[Newspapers and clippings]
2 newspapers, 3 newspaper clippings, 1 note

35mm slides

Box 10a
Activities, 1969-1979, 8 total
Anchorage, 1962-1983, 260 total

Box 10b
Berries, 198, 15 total
Bicentennial, 1976, 6 total
Earthquake, 1963-1965, 150 total

**Box 10c**
Fur Rondy, 1963-1979, 144 total
Greenhouse, 1973-1979, 20 total
Haines Junction, YT, 1964-1981, 57 total

**Box 10d**
History, undated, 13 total
Holidays, 1978-1984, 37 total
Homer, 1963-1967, 27 total
Hot Air Balloon and Helicopter, 1979, 8 total
Ice Palace, 1979, 17 total
Iditarod, 1977-1983, 34 total
Klondike Highway – Alcan, 1964, 1975, 15 total
Klondike Highway – Lake Laberge, 1973-1981, 20 total
Klondike Highway – Minto, 1973, 1979, 27 total
Klondike Highway – Five Finger Rapids, 1973, 4 total

**Box 10e**
Klondike Highway – Dawson, 1962-1978, 98 total
Klondike Highway – Border, 1962-1970, 30 total
Lake Louise, 1977, 11 total
Mailboxes, 1979, 14 total
Moose Calf, 1964, 1967, 11 total
Ninilchik (Kenai Peninsula), 1977, 35 total
Parade, 1979, 19 total
People, 1965-1979, 10 total

**Box 10f**
Prince William Sound and Cordova, 1965, 20 total
Raft on Matanuska River, 1979, 32 total
Sitka, 1966, 20 total
Snowmobile Rides, 1969-1973, 63 total
Taylor Highway, 1969-1976, 14 total
Toadstools, 1965-1987, 37 total
Trees, 1965-1977, 14 total

**Box 11**
Valdez, 1964-1974, 35 total
Insects, Butterflies, undated, 22 total
Flowers – Blue [purple], undated, 56 total
Flowers – Red [pink], undated, 98 total

**Box 12**
Flowers – Yellow, undated, 70 total
Flowers – White Green, undated, 35 total
Flowers – White, undated, 44 total
Flowers – Yellow White, undated, 16 total
Flower – Brown, undated, 5 total
Flowers – Berries, undated, 69 total

**Box 13**
Flowers – Berries, undated, cont.
Berries, Raspberries – undated, 18 total
Berries, undated, 18 total
Discards / Rondy / Villager / Snowmachine, undated, 17 total
Portraits of Alice, 1967, 1970, 3 total

**Oversize prints**

**Box 14**
Folder 281
[City and damage]
4 prints

Folder 282
[People]
7 prints

Folder 283
[Scenics]
11 prints

Sweet Hundred and Sixteen, [Annie Johnson of Chisana and Robert John of Mentasta], board-mounted print, February 14, 1966

Lyndon Johnson, board-mounted print, November 3, 1966

**Folder 284**
1 panorama, downtown Anchorage
2 newspaper layouts

Guide written: 2022